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Photo: ALDECA studio (Shutterstock)There are very few domains of life in which thoughtful, sound advice can be delivered in 60 exhilarating seconds. If you’re scrolling through TikTok and think you’ve found actionable advice about cooking, personal finance, fitness or anything else... take heed, because you probably haven’t.Our own Claire Lower has already catalogued one
classic form of the genre, the fake cooking shitpost. The TikToker makes a video in the form of a recipe tutorial, with deliberately absurdist methods, as a joke. If you’re not in on the joke, you might see this and think it actually works to cook a steak in your toaster. (It does not.) Try as I might, I cannot get into Food TikTok. It is a lawless place where flukes are presented as…Read
moreBut it’s not just food videos that follow this format. Bloomberg features several examples here of videos incorporating slick-sounding math that are not actually meant as financial advice, but are delivered in that format. For example: charge everything to a credit card, pay it off with another card, and continue for the rest of your life, never having to pay real money for anything. I
wouldn’t fall for those, you might say. But does that mean you’d believe the advice in a TikTok if it were slightly less absurd, slightly less jokey? You might.We don’t always turn on the critical-thinking part of our brain when we encounter things that are fun and entertaining. If I showed you a TikTok as part of a quiz to spot misinformation, you’d question what you heard. But if it’s just
something you see while scrolling through dance videos, you might give it the same credence you would to, say, something said by a friend at a party. The internet is freaking out about a TikTok video (and accompanying Buzzfeed article) showing what…Read moreEven where there is a grain of truth, the take-home message can be all wrongRemember the TikTok where the lady
soaked her strawberries in salt water and found little worms crawling out of them? She said that all strawberries have these worms, since they’re the larvae of a fly that breeds in strawberry fields before the berries get to the store, and that you should remove them with her technique. Combined with the wiggling visual, that’s all quite easy to believe. There’s some truth to the video
—she certainly seemed to have fruit fly larvae in her berries—but far more falsehoods. Entomologists we spoke to said that the take-home messages were all wrong or misleading. These worms are not in all strawberries; you shouldn’t soak your berries in salt water; and keeping them in the fridge, which the TikTok-er didn’t mention, is the way to keep them bug-free. Fitness
TikTok is rife with these types of mixed messages, too. If a young woman has a round butt (or poses to make it look so), she can give butt-building advice that feels like it should be true. But having watched a few of these videos, they are trash. Sure, they demonstrate some exercises that you’ll feel in your glutes, but you’re not going to drastically change the shape of your butt by
doing 20 reps of clamshells instead of 10 or by doing treadmill sprints instead of lifting weights, to name a few of the more mundane-sounding claims out there. Bad information isn’t always surprising or spectacular or too good to be true. It is often just a boring waste of time.But no matter the subject—whether it’s workout ideas or coronavirus conspiracies—the strength and the
weakness of the TikTok format is that it removes all context. Where did this information come from? Is the person giving advice an expert source, or a shitposter? Scrolling through goofy videos might be fun, but you still have to think this stuff through in exactly the same way your parents should be questioning the OAN stories that show up in their Facebook feeds. TikTok has
exploded in popularity in 2020, thanks in large part to the coronavirus outbreak. With people stuck at home, many have used the social networking app to create short-form dancing, singing, lip-syncing, and comedy videos. Indeed, TikTok has turned many unknown media creators into Internet superstars. But what are the best TikTok alternatives? Many government officials have
concerns that the China-based company behind TikTok is collecting phone data for the Chinese government. India has already banned the app. The US government was very close to banning the app as well.. However, TikTok still remains alive in this country as talks with Oracle and Walmart continue about purchasing its US operation. While you might like watching TikTok
videos, there may be a chance that it could be banned from your phone in the future. You may just like the idea of TikTok, but want to use something similar. Regardless, there are apps like TikTok out there that have many of the same features. Here’s a look at our picks for the best TikTok alternatives.Read more: 5 best apps like Snapchat 10 best Facebook alternative apps for
Android Byte Price: Free Byte is one of the newer TikTok alternatives. It’s from one of the creators of the now-defunct Vine app, which helped to popularize short-form mobile app videos. It has seen a surge in app downloads over the past summer. Users have downloaded it to help create short clips that can loop over and over again. The app also has its own “communities” where
you can browse through videos under “funny”, “horror”, “cinematic” and more categories. It’s one of the easier and best apps like TikTok to use. Joe Hindy / Android Authority Price: Free  India has already banned TikTok and other similar video content apps, so there’s a huge rush to create new apps that offer the same services. One of them that has become popular in that
country is Chingari. Like TikTok, it allows creators to quickly record and upload short videos, often with music and other audio tracks. It quickly allows users to share videos with family and friends. While it lacks some of the features found on TikTok, it’s likely that more will be added in the coming weeks and months. This app is an excellent alternative for people in India since it is an
app from there. Joe Hindy / Android Authority Price: Free Dubsmash has been around for several years, yet it has many of the same popular features as TikTok. Its main feature is that it allows video creators to select music or audio content, and then record a video with the subject of the clip lip-synching to the audio. It got very popular a few years ago but lost many users to other
apps over the years. However, in the age of TikTok, Dubsmash has received a second wind, and it’s now regaining some of its earlier popularity. In addition to its lip-syncing features, you can add visual effects to your Dubsmash video clips. Price: Free Facebook is the original king of short videos. They’re easy to upload and share. Additionally, they can become viral very quickly.
Additionally, Facebook has a whole section in its app for video content so you can easily manage your stuff. Of course, you’ll probably want to create your own page instead of using your regular profile. Still, Facebook is one of the few platforms that work with shorter videos or you can go live if you want to do longer stuff. Price: Free Instagram is another decent website for short
video content. You can post videos to your feed with a variety of hashtags to get attention from non-followers. Of course, you also have the option of doing live video, posting video to your Stories, and some other stuff too. This is about as good of an option as Facebook in most respects. Instagram also launched Instagram Reels in August of 202o and it’s a litraly competitor to
Tiktok. Check it out if you would like. See more: 10 best social media apps for Android 15 best free Android apps Likee Price: Free with in-app purchases Likee is one of the most popular TikTok apps on the list. It’s kind of like a mix between YouTube and TikTok. You can make shorter videos just for the memes or you can go live and do long-form content if you want to. Of course,
viewers can choose from a large selection of content as well. There are some neat little filters like a hair color changer and some other stuff too. It’s a bit closer to TikTok than most of the others on the list and it’s a decent overall alternative. Joe Hindy / Android Authority Price: Free Snapchat has, of course, been around for a long, long time. However, it has also seen a bigger
boost in popularity this year, thanks in part to the success of TikTok. Snapchat has been used for years to create short-form videos that are designed to disappear after a relatively short amount of time. It can also be used for person-to-person chatting, sharing of photos, and much more. It’s definitely one of the most well known, and best, TikTok alternatives. Price: Free Triller is a
relatively new addition to the short video creation crowd. However, it’s being used by music artists like Chance the Rapper and Justin Bieber to help promote their music. Even comedians like Kevin Hart have used it to upload comedy bits. Triller not only allows creators to make videos on their own but also allows for groups to collaborate on video creation. You can also add in
filters, text, and more effects to each video. Price: Free / $12.99 per month YouTube isn’t the greatest platform for short-form video creation. The company gave up that avenue years ago in favor of longer content. However, this is one of the best websites for viewing short-form content in the form of compilation videos. There are tons of TikTok, Vine, etc compilation videos that
show you a lot of the most popular stuff from the platform without actually needing the platform itself. It’s an excellent TikTok alternative for viewers.  YouTube recently launched a beta of a new app called YouTube Shorts. It’s meant to be a direct TikTok alternative by allowing creators to upload videos that are just 15 seconds long. You can also access a library of music to go
along with your clips, along with other features. The beta is only available in India, but will expand to other parts of the world in the near future. Price: Free with in-app purchases Zoomerang isn’t a platform for viewing video. However, it’s an excellent short video editor for Instagram, TikTok, Facebook, etc that easily replaces the TikTok editor. This one comes with some neat tricks
and effects. It boasts a library of over 100 such effects. There is also an optional subscription for ad-free editing and some extra features. Finally, the developers have quite the social media presence and sometimes post creator videos just to give them some juice.
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